
 
LETTER TO A YOUTH PASTOR  
 

Hi,  

I appreciated your NW Min Con presentation very much.  Even though I don't work 

close with our youth, I am of course concerned at how fundamental things in their 

world are disturbed by this present evil age.  I found you to be very dialed in. 
 

At cataclysminfoboards.wordpress.com, I am attempting to take on one such 

fundamental loss:  the Christian faith's basic concepts have been evacuated from the 

world's awareness.   
 

The thing I began to notice about other such environmental or geologic boards was 

that they 'claim' the domain of the world as seen by the public, even for those who 

didn't spend any more time in science than necessary.   
 

This is deeply alienating from reality, which I have addressed in a recent essay called 

"The World-Splitter."  From that point in the 1800s 'nature' and Scripture were 

foreigners to each other. 
 

The mission of the boards is the amazing 'ground' that is being recovered from 

gradualism/uniformitarianism in catastrophic discoveries.  One of my handouts is 3 

excellent quotes on this from secular sources; that we truly do live in a world re-

surfaced by massive hydrologic forces, and compatible with the Genesis flood and 

even the world echoes of that account since. 
 

But at the same time as these admissions from science, there is dramatic animation 

now available.  These are astonishingly clear and pertinent to explaining why our 

geological world looks the way it does, besides explaining the fossil record’s sea-floor 



creatures on the domes of continental plates, 2000 miles from the nearest ocean.  

“Noah’s Flood and CTP—from Pangea to Today” at youtube shakes science, as we 

must.   
 

My question for you is whether you think we can gain anything--or gain what I hope 

we can gain--by this effort of placing interp boards as publically as possible to 

challenge the flood of secularism in these things. 
 

I dread how 'malleable' (moldable) fundamental ethic and moral questions have 

become in the Leftist cultural or transformational Marxist view.  And obviously we 

have the most biologically permanent feature of Genesis under attack each day, re 

gender.  ‘The Left has gain much more ground on Judeo-Christianity than the 

reverse’—Prager U founder Dennis Prager.   
 

So I think everything should be done to reinforce the basics of Genesis parameters of 

our world, and this is mentally healthy. Otherwise our kids see fewer and fewer 

reinforcement in public of what they know from Genesis.  The news often contains 

the removal of anything marking a Christian feature or accomplishment.   

 

I have seen a decade go by and these things are worse than ever.  Even though we are 

now at a time when gradualism can almost be locked out, scientifically. 
 

I would like to see youth involved because it 'ice-breaks' certain things socially.  And 

because it gives them something to do that will create events.  Kids need to see their 

Christian world ‘externalized’—to see it outside the walls of church and off campus 

from it.  I’d like to see them ‘man’ the boards with handouts.  And because they will 

only improve the digital-social aspect over my skeletal attempt.  And because of the 

Biblical reason (from Joshua) that it is important to place 'markers' for people to 

remember.  
 

If the installation of a board is dedicated and prayed about, I think we may see an 

impact that is like early American buildings and town squares which featured 

Christian icons in a meaningful way. 
 

Thanks for reading, 
 

Marcus Sanford 

 
 


